
PLAYING THE GAME 

Issue 2, Monday, 26 October 2020 

Don’t forget that our sport is both competitive and fun.  We all need to use our common sense to 

avoid risking other members. 

The golden rule is only to handle your own bowls, measure and other equipment – no sharing, apart 

from members of the same household. Players from the same household should advise the Steward 

that they may not be respecting the Social Distancing “rule” of 2 metres. 

In Triples, we are only using three rinks so players should be able to stand two metres from others, 

with ease, at all times.  In Singles and Pairs, we shall be using all six rinks but will follow the same 

“rules” except as indicated below. 

In particular, when changing ends, measuring or kicking the bowls back, it is very easy to forget 

about 2 metres Social Distance.  When changing ends, it would be sensible for one team to use the 

left hand side, one 2 metres behind the other, and the other team to use the right hand side.  In 

Triples, the unused rinks may be used. There will be no discussions in the middle of the rink. 

We will make every effort to simplify this guidance as we go along, based on our experience 

and feedback from the players and team leaders.  

1a    In Triples and Pairs, the ‘Home’ Skip will be responsible for checking that all the players have 

paid the required rink fee, preferably by voucher, before the game, for completing the scorecard with 

full names of players (needed for track & trace purposes) and for putting the completed scorecard in 

the box provided. (Ipads will not be in use!)  Only that skip should handle the money pot. 

1b    In Singles, each player will affix their voucher/label to their name in the appropriate 

session/game in the folder on the desk in front of the office. 

2     Only the ‘Away’ Skip, or 2 (lead in Pairs), must use their own personal “dibber”, chalk marker 

pen, pencil or other object to switch the scoreboard on and off and enter the score. 

Mats and jacks will have been sanitised in advance of the game. The fresh mats and jacks will be 

available in suitably marked containers at the back of the green. You will see that two jacks will be 

supplied: one white (for the away side) and one yellow (for the home side). The mats will be marked, 

indelibly, with  ”S” (for the skip) and “L” (for the lead). 

Before the game 

2      As an option in Triples, the two skips (team captains in friendlies) should decide whether to 

place the jack or have it delivered in the normal way. 

3a    The Home Lead will acquire a mat, handling it only by the “L” end and a yellow jack. This mat 

will only be used at the Bar end of the green and will only be handled by the Home Lead or Skip. 

3b     The Away Skip will acquire a mat, handling it only by the “S” end and will take it to the far end  

This mat will only be used at the far end and will only be handled by the Away Lead or Skip. 

3c      The Away Lead will acquire a white jack. 

Special advice to apply in Aussie Pairs 

3d      As an extra precaution, each team will have two mats (one for either end). Both players for the 

Home team will each acquire a red or yellow mat and yellow jack.  Both Away players will each 

acquire a black and white mat and jack.  At the start of the game, both skips for the first “end” will 

take their mat to the far end, handling it only by the “S” end.  The lead for the first “end” will only 

handle their mat by the “L” end.  Whether leading or skipping, that will remain the same throughout 

the game. Players from the same household may relax this advice.  
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The opening Leads will only ever deliver their jack from the Bar end. The opening Skip will only ever 

deliver their jack from the far end.  At the end of the “end” the player who delivered the jack should 

pick it up  and transport it back to the end from which it was originally delivered at the next 

changeover. 

4       On the first end, if the Away team win the toss, the mat will be placed by the Home Lead where 

instructed by the Away Skip or Lead who will deliver the jack as usual. At the far end, the mat will be 

placed by the Away Lead, if necessary as instructed by the Home Skip or Lead. 

If any of the players feels nervous about the space behind the starting mat position, it should be 

placed at least 2 metres (dots) further up the green. 

5    The jack will be centred by the relevant Skip using feet or other device.  (Note: Disposable gloves 

will be made available for skips to use on their non-bowling hand and may be used to centre the jack 

and to retrieve “dead” jacks and bowls) 

6     At changeover, the jack not being used should be taken to the other end by the appropriate lead. 

7     If the jack is delivered off the rink (ditch or side) it should be left where it is unless it interferes 

with the game two rinks away in which case it should be kicked into the ditch on the unused rink and 

should only be retrieved by the lead who bowled it, at changeover.  The opposing lead, using their 

own mat, will then deliver their own coloured jack from a mat position of their choice. 

8     If a bowl is delivered into the side ditch, it should be left where it is and retrieved by the player 

who bowled it, at changeover. If a non-toucher ends up in the back ditch, it should be left there and 

only retrieved by the player who bowled it.  If a bowl ends up on an adjacent rink, it should be 

retrieved immediately by the person who bowled it with assistance from the skip or “offended” players 

by foot only. 

(Note: To avoid damaging the ditch mats, please avoid standing in the ditch when retrieving bowls or 

jacks) 

9    Though not a “rule”, it would be helpful if skips and number 2s could use hand signals, rather than 

shouting, to indicate distances short or “heavy”.   

10    Touchers should only be marked with a chalk spray or “dry-wipe” pen. 

11    If a “toucher” or the jack finishes in play in the ditch, only the number 2 and skip (marker in 

Singles) may affix the relevant ditch marker.   

12    When the skips are bowling, only the number 2s should be near the head.  Skips and 2s are 

advised to stand 2 metres behind and 1 metre to each side. i.e. no standing behind the jack. 

13     Please try to avoid unnecessary measures but If one is needed, any of either team may do it 

but must use their own measure/equipment.  The “twos” will agree the score, as usual. Social 

distance must be observed.  If the bowls being measured are further from the jack than “arms length”, 

the appropriate Lead should place the mat carefully by the jack to make the measure easier. 

14    The Stewards, wearing gloves, will sanitise the mats and jacks making them available for a later 

session.  It would help if the two leads or skips would return their mats and jacks to the sanitising 

area. It would be even more helpful if the lead or skip could sanitise and wipe their jack and sanitise 

the ends and sides of the mat and hang them up to dry.   

 


